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ICRF'S STORY

Israel Cancer Research Fund (ICRF) was founded in 1975 with the goal of finding treatments and cures for all
forms of cancer, utilizing the unique benefit's Israel's scientists have to offer. Today, ICRF continues in its
mission to harness Israel's educational and scientific resources in the fight against cancer by funding post-
doctoral fellowships for Israeli MDs and PhDs. Since its inception, ICRF has awarded over 2,400 grants
valued at $68 million USD directly to Israeli scientists. 
 
Some of the accomplishments from our funded scientists include: 

p53 Gene Tumor Suppressor - one of the most important discoveries of the 20th century that has inspired cancer
researchers around the world.

The Philadelphia Chromosome - the first genetic link to cancer ever discovered that has led to the
development of Gleevec®, a miracle drug for the treatment of chronic myelogynous leukemia. 
Doxil® - a cancer drug that treats ovarian, breast and Aids-related cancers. 

Dr. Aaron
Ciechanover

Dr. Carmit Levy Dr. Avram Hershko Dr. Yinon Ben Neriah



REVOLVING TABLES

Israel Cancer Research Fund's Revolving Tables is its marquee Visions event. This networking
event hosts over 300 young professionals from the GTA raising funds and awareness for ICRF
while providing an evening of socializing and professional growth. 
 
Throughout the evening and over a three-course meal, attendees meet other young
professionals and engage with renowned Canadian Executives and Community Leaders. 
 
After each course, our young professionals rotate tables, offering a new and exclusive
opportunity to interact with some of Canada's most influential leaders. 



ALUMNI

Ann Kaplan
 iFinance Canada 

Dori Segal
First Capital Realty

Hon. Caroline Mulroney,
Province of Ontario

John Levy
The Score

Aaron Zifkin
Lyft

Jacqueline Ryan
Scotiabank

Mitchell Goldhar
SmartCentres

Janet Lewell
Deloitte



BECOME A SPONSOR

Sponsorship plays a critical role in helping ICRF fulfill its mission. By investing in Revolving
Tables, you are supporting life-saving cancer research and the development of future leaders.
 
Through your partnership with Revolving Tables, you'll receive access to  a unique and
valuable demographic of young professionals. There are many opportunities to get involved
and many different ways we can customize a package that meets your needs and goals.

Over $800,000
raised in the last 10

years

Over 1,500+
attendees to the

event

30+ Executives 
each year 



Title (1)
$25,000

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

Benefits

Exclusive naming
opportunity & sole
recognition as Title Sponsor 

Opportunity to send high
profile company mentor

Speaking opportunity & Press
Release mention

Pre-reception activation
opportunity

Social campaign logo
recognition 

Email communication logo
recognition 

Event signage and event app
logo recognition

Website and onsite event
slideshow recognition 

Tickets included &
guaranteed mentor choices
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City: 

Expiry: CVC: 

Name: 

Company: 

Address: 

Province: 

Postal Code:

Phone Number:

Please select which sponsorship level you would like to purchase:

Title Sponsor - $25,000

Executive Sponsor - $15,000

Partner Sponsor - $10,000

Builder Sponsor - $5,000

Corporate Sponsor - $2,500

Payment Method: 

Visa Mastercard American Express

Cheque:
 Payable to:
Israel Cancer Research Fund

Name on card:

Card Number:

Personal Sponsorship

Corporate Sponsorship

Please send this completed form and how you
would like to be recognized (name or high-
resolution logo) to Estee Buzagalo, Event Manager
at events@icrf.ca


